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Verdant green, bright orange and deep purple are some of the 
vibrant colors in spring’s vegetable garden. As we celebrate 
spring, consider a stunning vegetable buffet. Mother 

Nature’s colorful palette is a feast for the eyes.
Roasting vegetables creates a medley of fragrant aromas, not to 

mention mouthwatering, robust flavors.
Since the dawn of time, we have known that vegetables are 

good for us and research keeps shedding new light on their health 
benefits. This information empowers us now more than ever to eat 
our vegetables.

In the 1800s, people grew their own food and then cooked it over 
an open fire. By the 1940s, cooking with electricity was a modern 
luxury. The 1950s brought an explosion of fast food restaurants. In 
the 1970s, the  microwave oven and growth in prepackaged, mass-
produced and frozen food products changed the way we bought, 
cooked and ate food. 

The message had become that cooking fresh food is inconvenient, 
time-consuming and better left to professionals. Now the pendulum 
of public attitude is swinging the other way. The current SLOW 
(seasonal, local, organic, whole) movement is reintroducing old-
fashioned, farm-to-table values, epitomized by growing and eating 
fresh vegetables.

Vegetables are clean and simple, yet very sophisticated. They 
do not contain preservatives or artificial ingredients. Instead, they 
boast a myriad of must-have nutrients. 

There are countless ways to enjoy vegetables: succotash, 
ratatouille, au gratin, Lyonnaise and stir-fry are just a few. Vegetables 
are delicious raw, steamed, sautéed, slow-roasted, grilled, mashed, 
pureed or broiled. 

Enjoy the gastronomical delights of nature’s garden.

BY PATRICIA WILSON | PHOTOS BY SARAH MILLER

GARDEN
GO AHEAD AND EAT YOUR VEGETABLES, YOU’LL LOVE THEM 
AND THEY’RE GOOD FOR YOU

FROM THE

Patricia Wilson is the 
author of "The Art of 
Gluten-Free Living," 
which is available at 
barnesandnoble.com 
and Amazon. 
Join her online at  
PatriciaCWilson.com.
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BRUSSELS SPROUTS WITH PANCETTA
Prepare three or four slices of pancetta in a skillet, 
according to the package directions. When cool, 
coarsely chop and set aside. Place a bag of thawed 
Brussels sprouts in a baking dish and gently toss with 
H�SP[[SL�VSP]L�VPS��9VHZ[�PU�[OL�V]LU�VU����Ͷ�MVY�HIV\[����
minutes, or until your preferred doneness. Remove from 
the oven. Stir in the chopped pancetta. Season with salt 
and pepper to taste. Garnish with shaved or shredded 
Romano cheese; serve hot or warm.

ROASTED VEGETABLE PLATTER
Place tiny whole potatoes and whole baby carrots in a 
roasting pan. Sprinkle with olive oil, tossing lightly to 
coat. Season with sea salt. Add just a splash of vegetable 
IYV[O�HUK�Z[PY��9VHZ[�PU�[OL�V]LU�VU����Ͷ�MVY�HIV\[�HU�
hour, stirring once or twice. Pierce with a fork to test for 
your desired doneness.

Separately, slice some summer squash and prepare the 
asparagus by removing the woody ends of the stalks. 
Place the summer squash and the asparagus in a 
separate roasting pan and sprinkle with olive oil and sea 
ZHS[��9VHZ[�PU�[OL�V]LU�VU����Ͷ�MVY�HIV\[����TPU\[LZ"�
watch carefully taking care not to overcook.

When done, transfer all of the vegetables onto a platter 
and neatly arrange. Garnish with herbs or grated 
cheese, if desired. If you like, you can pair rosemary 
with potatoes, parsley with carrots, thyme with summer 
squash, and Parmesan cheese with asparagus. Serve 
hot or warm.

PEAS WITH PEARL ONIONS AND MUSHROOMS
Thaw a bag of frozen peas and a bag of frozen pearl 
onions. Slice some Portobello mushrooms. In a sauce 
pan, sauté the onions and mushrooms over medium heat 
in a little olive oil and some organic butter. Add the peas 
and stir. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Cover 
loosely with a lid and allow the peas to heat, about 2 to 
4 minutes. Serve immediately.

MARINATED BABY EGGPLANT
����IHI`�LNNWSHU[Z��OHS]LK
���J\W�VM�L_[YH�]PYNPU�VSP]L�VPS
OL�Q\PJL�VM���SLTVU]�
�IHSZHTPJ�]PULNHY
�V�������[LHZWVVUZ�LHJO�VM�JHYKHTVT��HSSZWPJL]��� �[V�
taste)
�YHPZPUZ
�����J\W�VM�YVHZ[LK�WPUL�U\[Z
��Z^LL[LULY��VW[PVUHS
�WLWWLY�ÅHRLZ

:WYPURSL�VSP]L�VPS��ZHS[��HUK�WLWWLY�ÅHRLZ�VU�[OL�LNNWSHU[��
)YVPS� [OL� LNNWSHU[�� ÅLZO� \W�� -VY� [OL� THYPUHKL�� ^OPZR�
together the olive oil, vinegar, lemon juice, and spices. 
Add the pine nuts and raisins. Remove the eggplant from 
the broiler and let cool. Place the eggplant in a bowl and 
pour on the marinade. Turn the eggplant a few times to 
fully marinate. Serve cool or at room temperature. This 
recipe is the creation of my friend, Robb Bingham, and is 
excerpted from my book, The Art of Gluten-Free Living.

Sources: mercola.com, medicalnewstoday.com, 
eatingwell.com.  
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1. Purple potatoes have 
existed for thousands of 
years. Native to South 
America, their deep 
purple color comes from 
the powerful antioxidant 
anthocyanin. Studies 
indicate that these brightly 
colored gems may help 
regulate blood pressure 
and protect against certain 
cancers and heart disease.

2. Carrots contain the 
orange antioxidant, beta-
carotene. A member of 
the parsley family, carrots 
may help prevent certain 
cancers, protect the heart 
and liver, regulate blood 
sugar and support brain 
health.

3. Asparagus is rich in 
retinol, B vitamins, minerals, 
and antioxidants. It has 
KL[V_PM`PUN�ILULÄ[Z��PZ�H�
natural diuretic and helps 
keep blood cells healthy. 

4. Brussels sprouts have 
HU[P�PUÅHTTH[VY`�HUK�
detoxifying properties. 
/PNO�PU�ÄILY��]P[HTPUZ�HUK�
antioxidants, may help 
lower the risk of cancer.

5. Green peas also 
OH]L�HU[P�PUÅHTTH[VY`�
properties. A good source 
of vitamins, calcium 
HUK�ÄILY��WLHZ�OLSW�
regulate blood sugar and 
cholesterol.

6. Eggplant has essential 
nutrients. Eggplant is a 
member of the nightshade 
family and like the potato, 
the purple skin contains 
powerful anthocyanin.

SUPER STAR 
VEGETABLES6


